
Panoramas



What is a Panorama?

• Panorama = “all sight”

• With digital cameras, captured using multiple, 
overlapping shots, merged in software



Why Shoot a Panorama?
• Can give a wider (or taller) view than any lens

– Panoramas can be horizontal or vertical (vertorama)

• Can produce images with more pixels, so greater detail 
for large prints
– Can be shot single-row or multi-row, producing any aspect 

ratio

• For star photography, panoramas created from several 
longer focal length shots have less noise than a single 
shot from a wide focal length



How Do You Shoot a Panorama?

• Smartphones make it 
easy—just hold down a 
button and sweep out the 
image—but your options 
are limited
– A single row (or column)

– JPEG, not RAW



How to Shoot a Panorama

• With a digital camera, you shoot multiple, 
overlapping images and merge them in software
– These can be hand-held

– Or, better, they can be shot from a tripod



While Shooting…
• Keep the tripod base and camera level
• Use the same exposure (aperture, shutter speed, ISO) for all shots
• Use the same focus point for all shots
• Use the same white balance for all shots
• Avoid polarizing filters as they will cause non-uniformity in sky color
• Overlap the shots ~50%

– More overlap is needed the wider your focal length
– One recommendation is overlap 67% (each part of your image comes from 3 different shots—allows for 

shooting mistakes): but also note that too much overlap gives the software more opportunities to make 
stitching mistakes

– Use Live View with a grid to help you with the overlap
– May shoot left-to-right or right-to-left

• Longer focal lengths produce images with less distortion
• Shoot a bit wider and taller than you want since you’ll likely have to crop
• Mark the end of the sequence with a picture of your hand



Merging the Shots

• Lots of software available
– Lightroom Classic (RAW)

– Photoshop (or Photoshop Elements)

– ON1 Photo RAW

– Affinity

– PTGui

– Hugin



Panorama Merge in LrC



Panorama Merge Preview



Panorama Merge Options
• Projection:

– Spherical: Spherical projection tries to align and transform the photos as if they were all 
plastered onto the inside of a sphere. This projection mode is tends to work best for very 
wide or multi-row panoramas and 360 panoramas.

– Cylindrical: Cylindrical projection projects the panorama as if it were placed on the inside 
of a cylinder. As such this mode works very well with very wide panoramas. Important 
to note here that it tries to keep vertical lines straight.

– Perspective: Perspective projection projects the panorama as though it were mapped on a 
flat surface. In this mode straight lines are kept straight so this mode works well for 
architectural photography. You will find that if your panorama is super wide this may not
work well with this mode as excessive distortion at the edges of the resulting panorama 
will occur. 

• Edges:
– Boundary warp: stretches out the pixels to fill in those missing around the edges
– Fill edges: uses content-aware fill to create pixels to fill those missing around the edges



Panorama Pre-Processing
• LrC will ignore local edits when doing a panoramic 

merge, so don’t bother doing local edits on the RAW 
images before merging

• LrC will try to apply lens profile corrections before 
merging, but if lens information is not in the image 
metadata, you might try specifying the correct lens 
profile manually
– If vignetting is bad, you can also try improving that manually

• Global tonal and color adjustments can be made pre-
merge, but the merged file is RAW, so there is no need



Example: 14mm



Stitching Errors



Example: Hand-held 24mm



Example: 35mm



Example: 50mm



Example: 100mm



Projection Comparison (35mm)



Projection Comparison



Projection Comparison



Boundary Warp



Boundary Warp



You Now Know All You Need to 
Create Wonderful Panoramas



Getting Fancy: Parallax

• Close your left eye, hold up a finger and align it 
with something vertical like the edge of your 
monitor

• Now open your left eye and close your right eye. 
Your finger shifts right relative to the edge of 
your monitor.

• This shifting of near objects relative to far 
objects is called parallax.



Why is this a problem for Panoramas?



Fixing Parallax with a Nodal Slide

• There is a point around 
which a lens can be rotated 
that causes no parallax.

• The lens needs to be moved 
fore and aft along its axis to 
find that point.

• The hardware to do this is a 
nodal slide.



Parallax Gone with Nodal Slide 
Calibration



Equipment

• A nodal slide is needed to rotate 
around the no-parallax point

• To level your tripod, a leveling base 
is very useful

• An indexing rotator will make exact 
overlapping easy
– Lacking this, your tripod head will 

need a panning base



L-Bracket
• Quick-release attachment system for 

your camera
– Allows camera to be centered over 

tripod head in both landscape and 
portrait orientations

– Needs to be used in conjunction with 
a clamp on the top of the tripod head

– If your camera has a fully articulating 
back screen, there are some issues



How it all fits together

• Leveling base goes on top of tripod 
legs

• Indexing rotator goes on top of 
leveling base

• Ballhead goes on top of indexing 
rotator

• Nodal slide fits in ballhead clamp

• Camera is attached to nodal slide



Strictly Only Works for a Level Camera
• Note: if camera is not perfectly horizontal (i.e., 

tilted up or down), the no-parallax point is only 
approximate since vertical rotation is around the 
ball of ballhead, rather than the no-parallax 
point
– When camera is tilted down, nodal slide should 

be shifted back to compensate
– When camera is tilted up, nodal slide should be 

shifted forward to compensate
• This re-aligning is not very practical if you want 

to do multi-row panoramas
• But in practice, parallax is not a big issue

– Need foreground objects close to camera
– Will probably also require focus stacking



The No-Compromise Setup

• Two rotators to allow 
rotation around both vertical 
and horizontal axes

• Can be aligned so that both 
axes go through no-parallax 
point

• Could add indexed rotators 
on both axes



The Ultimate Setup: Motorized



What Do You Do With Your 
Panoramas?

• Some printers (like Canon Pro-100) don’t allow 
very panoramic prints

• Panorama frames are expensive (unless you 
can make them out of old barn wood like Glenn)

• Can avoid frames and mats with
– Canvas prints

– Metal prints



Canvas Triptych



Live Demo


